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Acknowledgement 
of Country

Nyanak gaka yawal yenbena woka.

On behalf of the Gowrie Street staff and community, we 
acknowledge the traditional owners of the land on which our 
school sits and pay our respects to their elders both past and 

present - they contribute great strength to our school and 
community.  It is our great privilege to play a part in educating the 

elders of the future. 
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1. The Gowrie 
St Strategy



Gowrie St Primary School 

Gowrie St Primary School is located in Northern Shepparton, just 200 metres from the Goulburn River. Our 2020 
enrolment is 235 students, representing a diverse range of communities.

32% of our students identify as Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander and 16% of students have English as an 
Additional Language.

Our SFOE is 0.71.  Some additional demographic data includes:

● Families with active engagement with a support service (e.g. family support, mental health, domestic 
violence) of some kind account for 60% of total families

● 150 families have a Health Care Card, equivalent to roughly 94% of the school families
● Families with active involvement with Child Protection account for 20% of total families
● 51% of families are in a single-parent household
● 11% of families are formal or informal out of home care arrangements







Our Strategies

Built on the strengths of our 
students and community...



We must have confidence in 
our ability to build on the 
strengths of all students to 
achieve high performance. 



The Pedagogy 
of Confidence 

Yvette Jackson



Empowering learners through enrichment

● That by focusing on the ‘achievement gap’ we keep supporting a myth that we 
close the gap by focusing on weaknesses. 

● We ignore the vast intellectual capacity of our students and instead focus on 
minimum proficiency levels. 

● We must refer to students from disadvantaged areas as ‘school-dependent’: they 
depend on schools and the education they provide to achieve high standards - and 
their parents entrust the students to the school to achieve this.  

● The result of this focus on weaknesses is policies that prioritise remediation 
rather than enrichment. 

● We must provide enrichment to all students, and remediation as required. 



Empowering learners through enrichment 
cont. 

● Disenfranchised instruction focuses on weaknesses and closing the ‘achievement 
gap’, leading to practices that control and limit instruction.

● There can be a focus upon remedial instruction, for example literacy being limited 
to simple texts.

● Instruction and curriculum that focuses on lower-order thinking - prioritising the 
explicit delivery of content - rather than building higher order thinking 

● Key is providing mediation - the work we do to build understanding, motivation, 
competence and confidence.  

● Obvious examples of it are the modelling, discussions and scaffolding we provide 
students so they can access more demanding learning.  



2. Literacy 
instruction that 
supports 
Reading to 
Write - and 
empowers 
diverse learners



Where we were
● Locked in scope and sequences of 

teaching of limited text types in writing 
and ‘reading strategies’ taught in isolation

● Teaching of simplistic notions of texts- the 
same formula taught at every level

● Little or no teacher modeling of writing
● Heavy reliance on simplistic  ‘outside’ 

sources models



● No joint construction in upper grades
● Students asked to write regularly under 

test conditions with little exposure to or 
explicit teaching of the text type they 
were to write

● Little collaboration between students
● Deficit view of student work- a focus on 

what they can’t do



The result
Student Perceptions

● High levels of student disengagement from writing- not one identified 
themselves a writer when surveyed

● Limited student choice in what they wrote
● All writing is done in a writing book for the rough copy, then typed into a 

word document for a good copy
● Students completing writing ‘for the teacher’
● Students expressed a desire to write what they liked to read when asked 

“if you could write anything what would you write?”
● When asked to identify the traits of a great writer students identified 

spelling, handwriting as the top two, followed by writing a lot



Writing 

● Little understanding of the writing process
● Simplistic use of text structures even in higher grade
● Grammar taught in isolation and only during writing- not 

transferred by students into their writing
● little reflection about how to improve writing or even a desire to do 

this more than typing a second draft or write more
● Limited evidence in student writing of purpose, audience, ideas and 

voice



Reading 

● Students with very limited understanding of genre
● Students not having a connection to authors on a deeper level- 

“what does my favourite author do that makes me like their work so 
much?”

● Higher order reading comprehension limited- understanding how 
an author makes a text interesting very low and little or no 
language to talk about this if they did have an idea

● Difficulty in retelling a story and summarising- isolating main idea, 
theme, or key information



WHAT WE ARE DOING 

ABOUT THIS…..



Units of Work- that teach text 
types in a developmentally 
appropriate way using high 
quality texts as models and 
that develop the reader, the 
writer and build the bridge 
between the two



Foundation

● Oral story-telling to build a 
sense of ‘having stories’

● Think alouds explicit in order to 
make the author visible

● Valuing emergent writing to 
build writing identity

● Writing what we read- Pattern 
Books Reading and Writing Unit

1-2

● Think alouds explicit in order to 
make the author visible

● Immersion
● Book Making to support the self 

perception as a writer- we are 
making books just like the ones 
we read

● Writing what we read



3-4

● Building a writing life 
investigation into the authors 
we love, how they live and work

● Immersion
● Student collaboration- Writing 

clubs and book clubs

5-6

● Immersion
● Broadening the horizons of 

possibility for text types
● Student collaboration- Writing 

clubs and book clubs



Example 3-4 Unit







IMMERSION-  move students from explorers 
of the text type to writers of it. 



Purpose

The purpose of the Immersion Phase is to help students develop a 
thorough understanding of the text type they will be writing. 

Immersion will-

● help students to create a vision of how their own texts may be 
written and what elements and vocabulary to include. 

● support students to use author craftsmanship specific to that text 
type 



Reading Like a Reader, Reading Like a Writer

It is important that students have multiple experiences with a piece or book. Time 
should be devoted to them first reading like a reader – read, enjoy, and discuss. Then, 
pieces will be reread in part or whole through “writerly eyes.” Students will now read 
like a writer. Selections will be reread to notice, name, and discuss how and why an 
author structured things in a particular way or selected specific words. Students will 
come to learn that authors “intentionally” craft words and text in certain ways to share 
information and create different types of meaning. Ultimately, reading like a writer 
means to read with a sense of possibility – What did this author do that that I could try? 
Subsequently, teachers want students to use mentor texts as resources for when they 
write.



Cambourne’s Condition of Learning:
A Model of Learning as it Applies to Literacy

Research Support

It is recommended that 
teachers study the 
professional resources listed 
on the previous page. 
Additionally, Cambourne’s 
Conditions of Learning chart 
shows the important role 
Immersion plays in the model 
of learning as it applies to 
literacy.



Where and When

The Immersion Phase should be completed before starting the 
mini-lesson sequence. It is recommended that teachers spend several 
days on Immersion activities. The writing unit is based on the 
assumption that students, through Immersion, have developed 
background knowledge of the text type and started collecting 
possible seed or writing ideas. 

During this phase the whole class will begin 
planning and drafting a class shared writing piece.



Teachers have three options of when to conduct the Immersion Phase.

Option One: Immersion lessons would be conducted during a planned 
reading time, such as read aloud and shared reading. The class would start 
studying mentor texts 3-5 days prior to the start of the new writing unit. 
Students would continue to work in writing workshop on completing the 
previous unit of study while this Immersion work is done.

Option Two: Immersion lessons would occur during writing workshop 
time. Teachers would add 3-5 days prior to starting the mini-lesson 
sequence.

Option Three: combination of one and two – do some lessons during 
reading time and some during writing workshop



Through studying mentor texts, students will develop a greater understanding of:

A. Definition and Purpose (What is xxx? Why do people read xxx? Why do people write 
xxx?)

B. Characteristics (What makes an effective xxx?)

C. How these texts tend to go?

1. How does the beginning or introduction tend to go? What is included?

3. How does the middle part or body tend to go? What is included?

4. How does the ending or conclusion tend to go? What is included?



IMMERSION PHASE EXAMPLE







IMMERSION 
CHARTING 

FOR 
PERSUASIVE 

UNIT



Read Alouds- BY PRIORITISING READ 
ALOUDS WHERE TEACHERS ENGAGE 
STUDENTS IN THE ‘WORK OF THE 
AUTHOR’ STUDENTS WILL BECOME 
MORE AWARE OF CRAFT AND ITS EFFECT 
ON THE READER AND BE ENCOURAGED 
TO TRY IT OUT FOR THEMSELVES



OUR READ 
ALOUD 
WHOLE 
SCHOOL 
POLICY



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1o49HSUKq1xMv9RBzeDA0irC2pAuZ5HWi/preview


3. Embedding 
instruction 
across the 
school








